
 

Bellview PTO Meeting Minutes 

July 29, 2020 

 

Attendees  

1. Christine McCollom 
2. Gretchen Donehower 
3. Nikki Dinger 
4. Eric Dinger 
5. Princess Franks 
6. Cristin Henderson 
7. Sarah Metlen 
8. Toria Clarkson (last name?) 
9. J’Me Washburn 

 

Main items of business 1. next year, and 2. voting Sarah into position as president 

Christine: thinking about the new school year  

Jogathon can turn into a virtual thing 

Back to school night is tougher, Gretchen suggests some things can go virtual 

CANVAS LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM has been adopted by the district 

Gov. Brown announced parameters around school opening – threshold for infection rates (state ratio of 
positive tests below certain level, and if that’s in place then county also has to reach a certain threshold 
as well).  Currently we are NOT meeting those thresholds, couple weeks away from opening. 

K-3rd versus 4th through HS are being considered as separate age groups.  Medford, CP, Phx, Talent have 
announced all distance 4-12, try to bring back k-3.   

All in-place plans include < full time on site. Many efforts to structure online school in a more consistent 
way – across venues (home vs. online), across classrooms, across different grade levels (for parents with 
multiple kids) 

Classrooms will look very different in any on-campus … each student gets 35 sq ft, marked off, in 
classroom and will all have their own supplies.  Playground can’t be used because of requirements to 



disinfect between group uses.  PE and music cannot occur at school because of extra respiratory load of 
those activities. Most Bellview desks are double desks, so kids will share desks but on opposite days. 

Parents/volunteers not in classrooms; parents will be allowed in front office only. 

For getting supplies to/from households, will have a system of boxes to exchange. 

Christine will be sending lists of things to buy before school starts, but the lists will be much smaller. 

Questions about technology… would be best for each student to have a laptop, district is buying many. 
Hoping for good funding outlook, but unclear if feds will support states.  Oregon is promising to hold 
education budget constant even though state revenue is down, but nothing passed and finalized yet. 

Princess asks: for PTO budget, is there anything that is not going to be needed?  Events at the school 
that have food!  But new needs will arise – supplies for social distancing, PPE, thermometers. 

Start thinking about ON 

Voting Sarah into President 

Princess: Can elect officers with simple majority of members even if they are not present. 

Princess moves to nominate Sarah for president!   

Cristin seconds!   

Unanimous vote for Sarah! 

Sarah president, Gretchen communications, Amy treasurer, Toria will stick around for events 
coordinator. 

 

Other ideas 

Need to get creative with events and creating community. 

 

 


